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Abstract. {Yn; pz = 0, 1, . . . } denotes a stationary Markov chain taking values in al R . As l~.qg as 
the process tays on the same side of a fixed hyperplane E”, it behaves as an ordinary ran&m 
walk with jump measure P or v, respectively. Thus ordinary random walk would be the special 
case p = v. Also the process Yh = I Y;2_r - Znl (with the Zn as i.i.d. real random variables) may 
be regarded as a special case. The general process is studied by a Wiener-Hopf type methodl. 
Exact formulae are obtained for many quantities of interest. For the special case that the Y’n 
are integral-valued, renewal type conditions are established which are necessary and sufficient 
for recurrence. 
oscillating random walk Markov chains 
conditions for recurrence Wiener-Hopf methods 
renewal theorems exact formulae 
1. Introduction 
The present paper is concerned with a certain special case of the frol- 
lowing general problem. Let E be a given locally compact group (with 
addition as the group operation), and let E = El u . . . w Ek be a given 
partition of E. Let further pl, . . . . pk be given probability measures on 
E and consider the Markov chain { Yn} having its values in E which has 
a transition law of the special form 
! 
PIYni:lE Al Yn=yI =~j(A-Y) if YE Ej, j= 1, ..a, 
Observe that ( Yh ) behaves as an ordinary random walk w 
istribution pj as long as the Yn remain in El. One would fo 
e interested in conditions which are necessary and suffici 
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that a given point x0 E E be recurrent, in the sense that { Yn ) visits 
each neighborhood of x0 infinitely often. 
In the present paper we restrict ourselves to the case where E = 
while the partition on hand is of the special form E = E- U Eb U E+, 
with E” as a hyperplane through the origin and E-, E+ as the corre- 
sponding open half spaces. The associated jump distributions are denoted 
by p, q, V; usually we take q = arp + pV with a 4> 0, pi10 as scalars. The 
resulting Markov chain ( Y,,) will be referred to as th#.e g neral oscillating 
random walk. 
Taking v = p, one obtains as a special case the ordinary random walk 
on Rd with jump distribution p. The particular case where d= 1 and 
v(A) =,&-A) will be referred to as the anti-symmetric case. The latter 
is said to be one-sided if p is carried by R+. In such a situation the pro- 
cess (Y, } always moves in the direction of the origin, allowing for jumps 
across the origin. It is in principle possible that the process with a positive 
probability will never each a given neighborhood of 0 due +,a infinitely 
many extremely large jumps across 0. 
The anti-symmetric one-sided case may also be regarded as a one- 
dimensional game of golf playefi by a blind-folded pllayer, and with a 
fixed interval about 0 as the:.target (hole). After each stroke the player 
is told by a friend whether he is East or West of the lhole but not by how 
far. The player hits each time the ball in the direction of the hole. The 
distance!:’ travelled by the ball are assumed to be independently and iden- 
tically distributed. One would be interested in the probability of the ball 
ever getting into the hole and the expected time need,zd to reach the hole. 
As was already indicated in [ 12, 131, the present problem CC? be 
halldltid by a natural g?neralization of the usual Wiener-Hopf tybe tech- 
niques for ordinary rar:dom walk; see [ 11, 161. A q&k treatment of 
some known Wiener-Hopf type formulae needed in the sequel is given 
in Section 2. 
The arbitrary oscillating random walk is dealt witlh in Section 3. Here 
we derive exact Wiener-Hopf type formulae for the measure 
Q(A) = ii t” 
n=O 
where t is fixed, 1 t 1 < 1; further Y. = x is prescribedl. Compare (3.12), 
(3.14) and (3.16), where the measures L,, LE, . . . are defined by (2.5). 
hese formulae have many applications. In the present paper, in Sec- 
tions 4 and 5, we only treat some applications to the so-called iscrete 
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case where E = and both jump distributions Aand p are supported t 
of integers. For the one-sided anti-symmetric discrete case: 
find (Theore,m 4.8) that the state 0 is recurrent (for every choice of q) 
if and only if 
e 
s 11 -ji($)l-2 d0 =m , 
-e 
with b(e) as the Fourier transform of p and e > 0. For the general dis- 
Crete oscillating random walk it turns out that the state 0 is recurrent 
(for every choice of q) if and only if 
5 d(h) C;(h) = i- . 
h=:l Cc 
Here we -define 
Cl(h)=5 Pp[Sn=h;Sm>Oif~Smln], 
n=l 
C;(h) = 5 Py rs, = 
n=l 
-h;S,<Oif l<mSn] , 
where the index p (or V) indicates the measure which governs the ordi- 
nary random walk Sn = X1 + . . . + Xn . The quantity C':(h) CZUI also ‘tile 
interpreted as the renewal function associated with the random variable 
SN, with N = inf(n > 0: S,, ? 0) (compare the remarks preceding (4. 
Some useful sufficient conditions for the recurrence of C, (such as 
0 < m, < - and - < m, < 0) are given by Corollary 4.7. The mann 
in which the different states j E 2 communicate istreated in Lemmas 
and 4.3. Some exact formulae for the anti-symmetric discrete case are 
presented in Section 5. 
The non-discrete ca;e and certain application 
and information theory (see [ 1.51) will be studied 
There we shall also pay more attention to the fact rthat he 
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iener-Bopf methods 
LetE= stand for d-dimensional Euclidean space (with d as a fixed 
positive integer) and let % denote the Banach algebra of all the complex- 
valued finite Bore1 measures on E. The product pev inCIIZ is taken as ordi- 
nary convolution, thus pn stands for the n-fold convolution of p cz Vi! 
with itself (n = 0, 1,2, . ..). Here 1” = 6, = 1 is the unit element of the 
algebra 341. Further, if x E E (for instance, x = 0), then 6, denotes the 
probability measure supported by {x). 
The norm ll~~li of rf~ E 9?2 is takeri as the total variation of p. One defines 
- t” 
log(6,-t/so=-- c --‘1”) 
n=I 
(2.1) 
whenever the scalar t and (II E Wsatisfy 1 tl llpll < 1. In this case one 
moreover has the identity 
6, -- tp = exp (2.2) 
Here exp (v) = e” is defined by 
Consider a measurable subset B of E: and let92 (B) denote the collec- 
tion of all p E W which are supported by B. The projection p + pB of . 
% onto% (JS) is defined by 
thus pB is precisely the restriction of lr to B. 
In the special case that B is a :semigroup (relative to the ordinary vector 
addition in Rd) we have that% I:B) is invariant under convolution and 
thus is itself a Banach algebra, possibly without unit element (depending 
on whether or not 0 E B ; inany case’(compara (2.3)), if B is a semigroup, 
then 
(2.4) 
denote a fixed hy 
denote the corres 
through the 
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of E-, E*, Es’ is in fact a semigroup. The corresponding restrictions will 
be denoted as 
P- +-; po +‘; p+ =PE+; 
we have for each p E 9X that 
b:=p- +/Jo +p+. 
(Here pc’ = 0 if /A is absolutely cor!tinuous relative to d-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure. j 
In the sequel, t will denote a cfjmplex scalar satisfying It I < 1; often 
we take t reai with 0 < t < 1. Ir, what follows, many quantities depend 
on t even if this is not shown by the notation used. 
For each p E 3n with llpil 5 1, consider the measures 
00 t” 
L,=L,(r)= c -(JP)- , 
n=l n 
L; = L;(t) = ii f” (II”)” , 
n=l n 
(2.3 
L; zqt) = E flf. (p”)+ , 
n=l n 
Clearly, these are elements of the Banach algebras 
w- = rn(E-) , c)n” = %(EO), cne’=rn(E+) 3, 
respectively. In view of (2.4), and noting that 0 E E* (thus 6, E%*), 
one has that 
exp [AL;] -6,Ec)n-, exp[*LE] E 3tI* , 
exp I*Li 1 -6,E9iz+. 
Moreover, from (2.2), 
6,- tgr = exp[-LJ exp[-LEI exp[-L,+l .
(2.6) 
(2.73 
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As is well-known (see [ 11, 12, 16 ] ), the Wiener-Hopf type decompo- 
sition (2.7) plays an important role in the theory of random walk. 
As an important example, !:?t 
where the Xm denote i.i. random variables taking values in E with a 
common distribution P [ Xm E A ] = p(A). Then 
pn(A)=p,[sn EAl 9 (2.8) 
where the index p indicates that p governs the distribution of the incre- 
ments Xn = Sn - Sn_1. Further 
00 tn 
L;(A) = c - 
n=:l n 
P[S,mlnE+], (2.9) 
and similarly for L:(A) and L,-(A)). 
LetN=inf{n> 0: SnEE }(N =-ifs, $E- foralln> O).Then 
one has the identities 
0 
23 
n=O 
[N> n, Sa E A] = (exp[Li +Lll)(A), (2.10) 
P Pp [N = n, Sn E A] = (6, - exp[-L;])(A) . (2.11) 
n=lL 
Similarly, consider 
N*=inf{nXLSnEE’ CrE*} II 
Then one has the identities 
00 
,[N*>n,SnEA] =(eap[Li]-6,)(A), (2.13) 
n=l 
00 
n=l 
[N*=n,S,E I =r,Eio-exp[-L;-L*])(A). I (2.14) Er 
articular, 
“I=@,- exp[-J.?] )(A) . (2.15) B 
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Here A denotes an arbitrary Bore1 measurable subset of E = 
sults (MO)-(2.14) are essentially known (see [ 1 Ii; 16, p. 181; 131. Let 
us sketch a proof since we do not know a precise reference, and also be- 
cause similar ideas will be employed below for the general oscillating 
random walk. 
In proving (2. lo), (2.11) let us consider the measures 
qn(A) = Pp [N 2 n, S, E Al 9 q=c t”qn. 
n=O 
Qne has q. = 6,) r)n+l = (q,O + qi)p; thus rl - 6, = t(v” + v+)P, that is, 
(qO t- q’)@, -tp) = 6, - q- . 
Substituting (2.7) and multiplying by exp[t;], one finds that 
(q” + q+) exp] -Li -Li] =(6,-q-\ exp[L;j = 6, , (2.16) 
since the first measure issupported by E” U I? and the second by E” U E” 
with 6, as the only contribution to E”. Solving for v” + q+, one finds 
(2.10); solving for q- , one finds (2.11). 
In proving (2.13), (2.14), let us introduce the measures 
c,(A)=P$N*bz,S EA] f=e tnc n 3 rrl l 
n=l 
One has & = P, cn+l =: {i+t if n _ > 1 l thus g - tp = tc* p, that is, , 
(tie + f+j(6, - tp) = 6, - so -- r-- l 
Substituting (2.7) and multiplying by exp [LJ + Li] , one finds (analogous 
to (2.16)) that 
6, =(6,+~+)exp[-l::,] =(lio-~“--~-)exp[L~+L~]. 
This in turnyields (2.13) and (2.14). 
ting 2.15) and afterwards t ? 1, one 
concludes that 
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L;( 1 j = lim L,O(t) (2.17) 
t-9 1 
is a finite (nonnegative) measure carried by E* 9 provided p is not entirely 
concentrated on E*. After all, in that case 
The finiteness of Li( 1) also follows irectly from (2.5) and the well- 
known fact that (Em)* is of mass Q(n-- b) as yt + b. 
Remark 2.2. Let 0 < t < 1 and let pt denote the defective probability 
measure carried by E- which is defined by the left-hand side of (2.11). 
One has pt = 6, - exp [ -L; (t)] , hence 
00 
c 
tZ=O 
p: = exp[LJt)] . 
In the limit t t 1, this yields that 
(2.18) 
where 
P(A)=P~[N<=,S’EA]. (2.19) 
Thus p is also a possibly defective probability measure carried by E- . 
It follows from. (2.18) and renewal theory that the rneasihre exp[L;‘( 1)] 
is ZocaNy finite. Its total mass is finite if and only if P[N < -1 < 1 if 
and only if 
These results are due to Spitzer; compare [ 16, p. 2021. 
LetE=E- UE*U be as in Section 2. Further on, 
fixed probability measures on and a, /3 fixed nonnegativ 
withc#+p= 1. 
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We shall be interested in the Markov chain ( Yn ; n = 0, 1, . . . } with 
values in E, with a given initial value 
), and a stationary transition function of the special form 
P(A) if yEE_, 
RX n+l crp(A)+@(A) if y E E” , (3.2) 
v(A) if yEE+. 
Here Xn+l = Yn+r - Yn, n = 0, 1, . . . . We shall call { Yn } an oscillating 
walk. As long as it stays in E- , this process behaves like an 
ordinary random walk having the jump distribution I,L. Similarly for J!?, 
where the jumps are governed by the measure v. In the special case v = p, 
one has an ordinary random walk in Rd with jump measure II. 
Another important special case is the anti-symmetric random walk, 
where 
v(A) = P(A) . (3.3) 
Here A will denote the mirror image of A relative to the hyperplane E”. 
In the case d = 1, where E” = (0)) one has A = -A. For such an anti- 
symmetric random walk the behavior of ( Yn ) above and below E”, 
respectively, are mirror images of each other and it is often convenient 
to identify the points y and jL The resulting stochastic process may be 
pictured as a Markov chain ( Y’n} taking values in E= E” U E’ and having 
the stationary transition law 
for any y E 8!, B C E. It may be visualized as an ordinary random walk 
modilied by a reflecting boundary E”. 
In ,:!he special case d = 1 one has E = R, E” = (0) and $ = -y. Hence 
in thit: case one may regard {yn> as the process defined by 
Q- =xlo, Fn+l =li$ -Z,+,I, n=O, 1,2,... 
Here {Zn} denotes a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with a common 
distribution 1. For an application of (3.4) to the 
application, 
ution 
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then possesses a stationary probability measure with density (1 - F(y))/m, 
provided m = E{Z,} < 00; it is supported by [&a] ifF(a) = 1. 
Let us return to the general oscillating random walk described by (3.2) 
It will be convenient to regard Yn E E = as the position at time n of a 
random particle. Often it is allowed that v and a~ + ptt are defective 
probability measures (nonnegative measures of total mass <, l), so that 
the restriction Q +p = 1 is dropped also. This corresponds to a situation 
where the particle on hand may disappear (may be killed) so as to move 
to an outside state A (heaven). In particu&, the choice Q = /3 = 0 will 
make E” into an absorbing boundary 
For a closer analysis of the process {Y,} 9 let us introduce the measures 
and 
Q(A) = 5 t”Q’“‘(A) . (3.6) 
n=O 
Here A is an arbitrary Bore1 measurable subset of E, while ItI < 1. 
Clearly (3.1) implies that 
Q<“> =6 x l 
Further it is easily seen that * 
Q(n+l) = (Q@‘)- p + (Q@‘)” (ap +@) + (Q@))+v , 
n=o, 1,2,.. 
Multiplying by tn+l and summing, one finds that 
Q I- 6, = t(Q-p + Q”(ap+~v) + Q+v) . 
Here Q = Q-- + Q” + Q+, and hence 
(Q- + aQ”Wo- tp) -I- (Q++/3Q”)@,-tv) = 
.= 6, -(l -a -@)Q” . 
. . 
(3.7) 
(3J3) 
(3 l % 
ere 6,- tp allows the decomposition (2.7). In the same way we have 
that 
6, - tv = exp[ -4; - 
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where 
and similarly LF and Lz (see (2.5)). Substituting these decompositions 
into (3.9) and multiplying (convolving) with the (important) measure 
X = exp[Li + LJ , 
we find that 
(3.10) 
(Q- + CYQO) exp[-L, - Li + L;] + (Q” +flQ”) exp[ -L: - L,O + Li ] = 
z 16 x- (1 -a -/3)Q"} h. (3.11) 
This formula admits many applications. In view of (2.6), we have that 
the first term in tl3.11) represents a measure supported by E- w E” with 
Q Q” exp[ -Li ] as its restriction to E”. Similarly, the second term in the 
left-hand side of (3.11) represents a measure supported by E’ U E* 
having /3Q” exp[ -L,O] as its restriction to E”. Consequently, taking the 
restrictions of the measures in (3.11) to E”, one finds that 
QO(aYexp[-LE] +Pexp[-LF])=@&O -(l --w-/~)Q~X~. 
If CY + fl = 1, this yields 
Q”(cr exp[-Lz] +Pexp[-L,O]) = (6,X)O , (3.X2) 
which is more’or less an explicit formula for Q" . Similarly, 
Q”ho =(6&O if at=p=O. (3.13) 
Taking the restrictions of the measures in (3.11) to E- , one Cnds that 
(Q-+aQ’)exp[--L;-Lz+L;] -aQ”exp[--Lz] = 
. 
= [{S,-(1 -a-p) “}A]- =(s,x)- -(l-w+) 
ecaseai$= 
- = (6,X)- exp[L; + Lz - LJ + aQO(exp[ ,-L,l -6,). c 
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Similarly, 
Q- = {(t&h)- -eOx_}exp[L;+L~-L;] ifa=P=O* (3.15) 
Finally, taking the restrictions of the measures in (3.11) to iY’+, one 
finds that 
(Q++pQO)exp[-Li--LFi-Lt] --~QOexpb-L,O1 = 
= (6,AjC - (1 -af -+3)Q0A” l 
In particular, if a +/3 5 1, then 
Q’ =@,A)+ exp[L~+L,0-L~]+/3Q”(exp[L:-L~] - l$$ l (3.16) 
Similarly, 
Q’ = {@,A)+ - Q"X+) exp[ L+Lz--Li] if (3.17) 
Remark 3.1. The formulae (2.1(a), (2.11) (with p replaced by V) corre- 
spond to the speci.al case x = 0, p = 0, QC = 0 and p= 1 of (3.12), (3.14), 
(3.16); in particular, 
x = exp[LJ , &” = exp[LF] , Q- = (exp[LJ - 6& expkL;] 
yielding (2.11); Q’ + Q” = exp[L,O + L:] yielding (2.10). The formulae 
(2.13) and (2.14) (with p replaced by Y) are related to the formulae (3.13), 
(3.15), (3.17) applied with Q = (I = 0, x E I? tending to 0, and p = 0. 
Remark 3.2. Consider the special case where p and v are absolutely con- 
tinuous relative to d-dimensional Lebesgue measure, so that Li = Li = 0. 
If x # 0, then Q” = 0 (and cy, p are irrelevant), and one has the explicit 
formulae 
- = @,A)- exp[L;-L;] , 
(3.18) 
Q+ = (6,h)+ exp[ 
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Q- = A- exp[L, -LJ +a(exp[L;-LJ] - lie), 
(3.19) 
Q+ =A+ exp[L:-L:] +fl(exp[Li-Li] - 8*). 
Remark 3.3. In some applications one needs a more arbitrary exit law 
from y = 0. Thus let the middle condition in (3.2) be replaced by 
P[Y,,r E AIYn = 0] = q(A), with q as a given probability measure on R. 
Then (3.12) must be replaced by 
Q0 [( 1 - tq)X] * = (s,A)U i 
Further (3.14) must be replaced by 
Q - = exp[L;+L,O-LJ(@,h)- - Q*{(l - tq)A)-) ) 
and (3.15) must be replaced by 
Q + = exp[Lz+LF- L;]((G,h)e - Q*{( 1 - tq)h]b+) . 
Observe that 
(1 --tq)X=crexp[-L;-LE+L;] +/3exp[--L:-LF+Ltl 
holds in the special case q = arp + @, ar + fi = 1. 
4. The integer case 
Let us now restrict ourselves to an oscillating random walk supported 
by thebadditive group Z of all integers. Thu.s we are given a starting point 
XE and further probability measures p and v on e shall put 
where j E t will be assum{ 
In the anti-s se (3.3) one 
over pi = 0 for j < 0, then we spead of$.the one- 
We are presently interested in a Maricov chain ( Yn} wit4h values in 
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such that Y0 = x and 
if:;<o, 
W n+lzklyn=il= ifj> 0, 
ifj=O, 
for each choiice of the integers j and k. Here QC and p are given nonnegative 
numbers with cy +p = (unless otherwise stated). 
Without loss of generality we may (and will) assume that there exists 
no integer m 2 2 SUCh that Pi = qj = 0 whenever j $0 (mod m). Let dP > 0 
and d, > 0 respectively denote the greatest common divisor of all the 
integers i # 0 for which pj > 0 or qj > 0, respectively. Then (d,, d,) = 1. 
We shall be interested in the generating functioar 
a,,,c.,=c P[Y =klY,=X]t”.
7=0 
(4.3) 
We have Q, k( 1) > 0 if and only if the state k can be reached from the 
state x (sooner or later, with a positive probability). If QX k( 1) = m, 
th~:n the state k is recurrent. Conversely (see [ 4, pp. 23-24]), if 
Q:l,,, (1) < 00, then either QX,k( 1) = 0 or the state k is transient (that is, 
non-recurrent)‘. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that the support A, = (jE Z: pi > 0) of p is tin- 
bc:anded above, and that the support A, o,~‘v is unbounded below. Then 
all states j E communicate, even under t&e restriction that no inter- 
mediary state belongs to a given finite set F. 
Rem& 4.2. Let G, denote the additive semigroup generated by A,. 
Using only the fact that A, contains a positive element, it follows from 
a Lemma of Doob [ 5, p. 1761 that G, contains all sufficiently large 
positive multiples jdP of dB, hence all multiples of dN if A, also contains 
at least one negative integer. Similarly for the semigroup G, generated by 
6 
let i denote the set of all 
ached (sooner or later with a sitive probability) 
ugh F. In particular x E 
ume that 0 E 
finitely many 
A, ifkh<Oand 
eko=Xandk,,r=k. 
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Consider k E I with either k = x or k $ F. Then k + A, e f if k < 0, 
and k-t-A, C Iif k> 0. ere A, is unbounded above and A, is un- 
bounded below; hence Iis both unbounded above and unbounded b&w. 
In particular, there must exist a coset 
: j = a (mod d,)) 
which contains integers j E I (j 4 F) arbitrarily close to -0~. We claim 
that Ca is entirely contained’in I. Because of 
and the fact that A, is unbounded Lbove, it suffices go sh,a~~ that k E I 
assoonask=a(modd,),k<O. 
Let k be fixed. By the remark following j>emma 4.1 we have rd? E G, 
for a11 Y2 r. > 0. Choose P 2 r. such that k: - rd, E: I; this isposslble 
since all such elements are in Co. 0ne can write rdg = Z q, as a finite sum 
of elements in A,. Selecting first the nqative elements (if any) and then 
the positive ones, it follows that 
(k-rd,) + Xx, =: kE I. 
Next, since (d,, d,) = 1, the above coset Ca (and hence I) has positive 
integers arbitrarily close to +oo in common with each coset of the form 
Db = (Jo 22 j= b (moddy)} .
Using the fact that A, is unbounded below, a reasoning similar to the 
above yields that & C 1 for all integers b. Hence 2 C I. 
The proof of the following Lemma will be given later; it uses in an 
essential way that dru and dv are relatively prime. 
.3. Suppose that pi > 0 for at least one i > 0 and 
Zwst one k > 0. Then 0 can be jea:hed from any state x E 
nicate with each other. 
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As another example, which is ratker frequent in application, let p 
have its support in [ 0, cl ] and let v have its support in [-c2, 0] wit 
cl, c2 positive constants. g at 0 one cannot reach any 
x 4 E-Q, Cl P l 
In the present section we want to study the recurrealce properties of
oscilkting random walk on hand. The state 0 is recurrent if and 
only if 
Q,,(l>=-. (4.4) 3 
An explicit formula for QX &) is given by (3.12). Here QO denotes the 
measure which is entirely supported by the origin and has there a mass 
equal to QX,-, (t). From now on, we will identify the real number 7 with 
the measure $5,. Thus, by (2.5), 
L;(t) = c - DO tn P,[S,=Ol ) - t” 
n=l. n 
L;(t) = z - 
n=l n 
PJS, = 01. (4.5) 
We know that these have afinite limit as t t II (sincepo < 1 and q0 < 1; 
compare (2.17)). 
Let further Aj = A.(P) denote the mass at i EI Z of the measure h
defined by (3.10). Thus 
h = exp[Li(t)] exp[E;(t)] := 
jd! 
Aj(t>6j l (4.6) 
Here L;(t) and L;(t) denote measures on , namely, those defined by 
(2.5). 
We now conclude from (3,121 that 
e,,,W = L,(t)[ Q? exp[ -L;(t)] + /3 exp[ -L:(t)] ] -I. (4.7) 
The state 0 is recurrent if and only if 
lim AO(t) = -peg . 
tt 1 
wfo 
For any x E , either A_, (t) = &) = 0) or else ( 
equivalent to 
# 
(4.9) 
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00 his theorem follows immediately from ( 
for the recurrence of 0, and the remark precedi 
In ord.er to understand the quantity X&t) defined by (4.6), it will be 
convenient to write (2.13) as 
Qo 
exp[l@l = c;u, 0 6j l (4.10) 
j=O 
Here 
cp, t) = ii t” [Sn=j;Sm>O if llmGz] (4.11) 
n=f 
whenj 2 1; further C+(O, t) = 1. Similarly, we have cr 
(4.12) 
where 
=-i&;S,<Qif I<,m<_ni (4.13) 
when k 2 1; further C,-CO, t) = 1. We have from (4.6), (4.10) and (4.12) 
that 
A. (0 = . c 
h>max(O,j) 
C,+(h, t>C;;(h -j, t) . (4.14) 
Using (4.11) and (4.13) and the monotone convergence theorem, we 
see that condition (4.8) for the recurrence of 0 is equivalent to 
00 
C,+(h) q(h) := -I-- 9 (4 1 . 
h=l 
where C,+(h) and C”;(h) denote the nomlegative numbers defined 
We are now ready to prove Lemma 4.3. 
oof of Lemma 4.3. Let the supports A,, A, and the semigroups G,, G,, 
be as in the proof of Lemma 4.1. Then G, contains all large multiples 
> ro). Similarly, G, contains all small multiples -sd, of dv 
’ be given Since (d,, d,) = 1, there exist positive integers r 
and s with x = sd, - rd,, . Increasing s by a multiple jd, and r by jd,, we 
may ass&lame that s 2 so and r 2 ra,, thus rdH E G, and -sd, E G,. This 
easily implies (compare (4.16) j that C:(rdp) > 0 and C;(sd,) > 0. Since 
--SC = rd# - sd,, it follows from (4.14) that 
Hence QX ,(t) > 0 by (4.7) proving that 0 can be reached from x. 
, 
Remark 4.5. In general only the case p+ # 0, v- + 0 is interesting. We 
now knsw (Lemma 4.3) that QX o( 1) > 0 for all x. Hence (Theorem 4.4) 
0 is recurrent if and only if (4.9) holds (with x E Z fixed but arbitrary). 
In order that x E be recurrent it is both necessary and sufKcient 
that: 
(i) 0 be recurrent; 
(ii) x can be reached from 0, that is, Q. X( 1) > 0. 
9 
The following is known about the quantities (4.16); compare [ 161 and 
the remark at the end of Section 2. 
(i) 0ne has C” h = 1 C;(h) = ~00 if and only if 
(note that the sum in (4.17) is precisely the norm liLz( 1)11). Similarly, 
Er=, c(h) = -too if and only if 
[S, < 01 = +oo . (4.18) 
The mean of the measure p (if it exists, possi erly) will be 
denoted by 
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f M& exists and is finite, we write 
Similarly, m, and oz. If m,, exists, then (4.17) holds if and only if 
m > 0. If m exists, then (4.18) holds if and only if m < 0. 
‘(ii> Both s&luences (C+(h j3. and (C-(h)) are bound&. Hence (4.17) 
and (4.18) are necessary conditions fo; (4.1 S), that is, for recurrence. 
This is also clear because of other reasons, namely, if (4.17) does not 
hold, then with a positive probability we would have Yn < 0 for all ~1, 
assuming that Y0 = 0. If m, and m, exist, then it is necessary for re- 
currence that m, 2 0, m, 5 0. 
(iii) The limits 
(4.19) 
exist (as finite non-negative numbers). Observe that Cl(h) = 0 if h f 0 
(mod d,), while C;(h) = 0 if h $0 (mod d,). 
Hence, given that he (necessary) condition (4.17) holds, the addi- 
tional condition C~Q)) > 0 would be sufficient for (4.15) and thus for 
recurrence. Similarly, (4.18) together with Cl(=) > 0 would be sufficient 
for recurrence. 
(iv) If (4.17) does not hold, then clearly q(-) = 0. Suppose f4.17) 
does hold, so that PP [N < 00 ] = 1, where N = inf {n > 0: Sn > 0). Let 
G=Sjv, 
that is, the first positive position of the random walk {Sn } on Z governed 
by p. In view of a result of the type (2.18), (2.19) (compare (4. IO)), the 
function C,+(h) is precisely the renewal function associated with the ran- 
dom variable iri. It follows from renewal theory that 
(compare [ 16, p. 2031 j. t will be convenient to define 
(4.17) does not hold. Thus (4.20) is always valid. Similarly, 
.18) does not hold and otherwise 
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where iV* = infin > 0: Sn < 0), to be interpreted relative to the random 
walk {§n ) governed by V. 
We conclude that a sufficient condition for recurrence would be (4.17), 
(4.18) together with either E(q) < - or E{Z,-) < 43. 
(v) A sufficient condiGon for E{Zi ) < - is that mcL exists and is posi- 
tive (see [ 16, p. 1911) and also that m, =O,oi < - (see [M, pa 199; 
9, p. 6121). Slmilarly, a sufficient condition for 
m, < 0 and also m, = 0, (i,2 < 00. 
(Z;} < - would be 
Let us summarize the above results as follows. 
Theorem 4.6. Cclnai’tion (4.15) is both necessary and sufficient for the 
state 0 to be recurrent. The conditions (4.17) and (4.18) are necessary 
f or recurrence. 
A sufficient condition for recurrence is (4.18) together with 
E{Zt) < =* (4.22) 
This requires that m, exists, 0 s m, < 00. A sufficient condition for 
(4.22) is that either mcc > 0 or m, = 0 and 0 <$ < -. SimSrarly for 
the condition E(Z,-) < -. 
Er 
Corollary 4.7. Suppose that mcl and yyt, exist and are finite. Then 0 can 
be a recurrent state only if m, => 0, mu < 0. Moreover, each of the fol- 
lowing conditions is sufficient for 0 to be a recurrent state: 
(i) mcc > 0, m, 5 0; 
(ii) fnB 2 0, m, < C; 
(iii) m, = 0, u2 < 00, m, = 0; 
( ) iv mp=O,mp=O,o,?<~. 
We do not know whether or not rnH = m, = 0 is already sufficient for 
the recurrence of the state 0 (as it would in the special case p = t! of an 
ordinary random walk; see [ 9, p. 6 151). It is easy to see that 0 is recur- 
rent if (4.17), (4.18) hold and further the support of p is bounded above. 
In verifying the main condition (4.15) for recurrence, one must know 
more about the asymptotic behavior of the renewal function q(h) asso- 
ciated witf ,:. :
(compare (2. !! G) with ; replaced by i; here the increments of {S, ) 
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e distributed as q). articularly important is the case where 
enewal results of this type may be found in 96, 7, 10, 17, 191. 
For convenience, let us restrict ourselves to the one-sided case where 
p is supported by (0,~) and v is supported by (-00, 0); that is, Q = 0 if 
j 5 0 and qj = 0 if j 2 0. Then L; = 0; hence (2.7) yields that 
exp[li(t)l = (60 -t/A)-’ = i!5 P/P . (4.23) 
n=O 
From (4. lO), we thus have 
c;o’)=c;(j, l)= CP,rs,=j] ; 
n=O 
naturally, this also follows directly from (4.116). Similarly, 
(4.2r”) 
(4.25) 
Let us suppose for the moment hat 
~((6 4) = t-"H,(t) 3 (4.26) 
w-- 9 -t)) = t-bH2(t) (4.27) 
ast+*,whereO<ae< 1 and 0 < b < 1 denote constants, while H,(t) 
is a function of slow variation (H~(Xt)/Hi(t) + 1 as t + -); for example, 
p, N nBa-l and 4n w CF;-~-~ (log nP as n + +oo. It follows from renewal 
results due to Garsia and Lamperti [ lo] that 
sin Ira 
lb {hlBaH,(h)C~(hd,)j =di 7 , 
h-,= 
sin wb 
lim {hl-bH,(h)CJhd,)) =d; --+- 3 
h-- 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
where h denotes a positive integer. If 3 < a < 1, then (4.28) holds 
the ordinary limit, and similarly ( < b < 1. See also [ 
for the case a = 1 generalizations. 
= 00 (for instance, if H&h) = (log /;}i ). 
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0n the other hand, if Q +b < 1 and assuming that (4.28) (4.29) hold 
with the ordinary limit, then condition (4.15) fails to hold, that is, all 
states are transient. 
Let us now consider in some more detail the somewhat simpler oyte- 
sided %_ ,A!-symmetric case. Here 
;li = P-1 Pj = 3 0 if i C 0 = 5 C 1 l 
j--1 
Pi (4.30) 
Further d, = d, = 1. Introducing 
m 
CPU0 = Id Pj e P i0j (i=+l), (4.3 1) 
j:=l 
we have ~(0 +2~) = (p(e), l&0)1 < 1, and cp(0) # g(o) = 1 if 8 # 0, 
I81 5 R. The present measures p and v have the Fourier transforms 
ji(0) = i(8), i(e) = &-0) = cpm. It follows from (4.6) and (4.23) that 
the Fourier transform of X is given by 
here, and below, we assume that t is real, 0 < t < 1. It follows from (4.6) 
that 
1 
n 
+ (0 = -111 2n 1 
eWijO 11 - t~(e)l--2 de . (4.32) 
--II 
Theorem 4.8. Consider the one-sided antisymmetric case (4.30). Then 
the state 0 is recurrent if and only if 
00 
i 
00 
j=l n=O 
PJS,=j] 2=oo. 1 
This in turn is eqdrivalent 
f 
11 WI -2 - 
-ft 
to 
(4.33) 
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oof. The state 0 is recurrent if and only if (4.15) holds. This is equiv- 
alent to (4.33) because of (4.24) and C;@ = C$). Similarly (4.34) is 
equivalent to (4.8) because qf (4.32), and the relation 
lim S(t-l 
s 
trl -_II 
- @)t-2 de = ill -Ip(ti)~-~ do , 
-n 
which follows immediately from the monotone convergence theorem. 
CsroIIety 4.9. Assume (4.30). TJ%i a sufficient condition for 0 to be 
recurrent is that 
cpi =O(n-4) asn-+=. (4.35) 
j=n 
A sufficient condition for 0 to be transient is 
&l 4v cn-1-Y a3n+-, (4.36) 
where c ana! 7 denote positive constants, 7 < 4. 
Proof. It is known [3, pp. 45, 511 that (4.35) is equivalent to ~(0) = 
1+0(85) as 0 4 0, in which case (4.34) holds. Moreover [3, p. 441, (4.3 
implies that 1 - q(6) N KV as 6 J 0, with K as a non-zero complex con- 
stant; in this case the integral (4.34) converges. 
5. Exact formulae 
The Wiener-Hopf type formulae derivedin Section 3 admit many 
other applications; ee also [ II 1 T 13, 161. In the present section we 
sketch just a few for the discrete oscillating random walk defined b 
(4.1). We will assume that $ # 0, v- # 0, thus 0 can always be re 
(Lemma 4.3). 
Consider the generating functions 
One has jQx k( 1) 6 = when i’can be reached from k 
# 
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particular o& k (1) < - for all x and k. The latter quantities can be 
evaluated by means of (3.13) (if k = 0), (3.15) (if k < 0) and (3.17) (if 
k > 0). Afttr all, the condition QI = /3 = 0 here has the effect of making 
(0) into an absorbing boundary. 
In the first place (3.13) yields that 
where TX = inf {n 2 O:, Yn = 0); let TX = - if Yn # 0 for all n 2 0. This 
is taken relative to the process (Yn ) with Y0 = x. Further, t will denote 
a real number with 0 < t < 1. 
We define pi(t) by 
exp[l,(t) + L;(t) - L,-(t)] =5 Pi(t) 6-j . 
j=O 
(5.3) 
In particular, 
Further, pi (t) = 0 if j > 1 and v = p (ordinary random walk). Similarly, 
Set al(t) be defined by 
exp[Lz(t) +L,O(t) -L,+(t)] = C Oj(t>6j . (5.5) 
j=O 
In particular, 
f+)(t) = eqm,oWl l (5.6) 
Further, oi(t) = 0 if i 2 1 and v = p. 
In formula (3.15), we have 
-1 
-- 
Q - : oQxhWs, . 
h=-m ’ 
Further, 
(5.7) 
where Ah = A&) and = X__,IX, (co sing also (5.3), we 
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obtain in this way from (3.15) that 
k 
P (Ah k-r 0 --x--P -- L, LJX, 681 
whenever k E { 1,2,3 , . . . ) ; this reduces to 0 when x = 0. In particular, 
h u 
’ oQx ,(t) = exp[.Le(Jrl +(fi * 
‘i A_,(t) 
s- 
0 A_. ,(o x_,_ 1(t) 
In a similar way, we obtain fro.m (3.17) and (5.5) that 
h 
OQx,h@) = c o - ~= d h r (‘0 ‘-,,, - x-~xx,)tA, 
whenever h E ( 1,2,3, . . . }. In particular, 
. (5.9) 
(5.W) 
. (5.11) & #I = exPI~~wl&.) 
Jf)w JQ9 
D 
0 
x (t) 
1 
A 
--x+ 1 (0 
Applying (5.9) with x = -1 and (5.11) with x = +1, one has the curious 
result that 
expI-L~loQ_l S- 1 = qG-~~loQl 1 =- 9 
Application. Consider ordinary random walk, where v = JJ, i)j = oj = 0 
(j > 1). It follows from (5.8) and (5.10) that 
Ot& ,@I = exp[l;(t&&j 
1, (0 A_, (0 
D 
0 
x (t) 
h 
h 
-x+h 09 
as soon as h St 0. Taking x = h, one has a formula. analogous to (5.1 
the random walk is moreover symmetric we obtain that 
Q 0,O - Q h,O = exp[L-~ I (X0 -x-h) = OQh (l s +o 
where We alsO used (4.7), (5.2) and A_, = Ah. 
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00 
a(x) -- lim 
rtf n=o 
[Yn=OIY*=O] -P[Y*=OlY,=xl) (5.13) 
exists as a finite n.umber. Actually, it is a non-trivial fact (see [ 16, p. 3781) 
that for every .random walk the limit (5.13) exists as a finite number. One 
may conjecture that this is even the case for an arbitrary oscillating ran- 
dom walk. The following is a special result in this direction. 
Lemma 5.1. CoWder the anti-symmetric case v = jl (not necessarily one- 
sided). Then the limit (5.13) exists as a finite number. Moreover, 
lim (A,(t) - X,(t)) = a(x) exp[-.<,“( l)]. 
tri 
(5.14) 
. The present proof is essentially due to C.C. Heyde. Since v = @, 
we haveLo = L,O and A .(t) = A&t). In view of (4.3) and (4.7), it suffices 
to show that the limit (8.14) exists. 
.Applying (5.11) with x = k and x = -k, and subtracting, one obtains 
that 
x,_, tt) - hk+l (t) = exp[-~;@)l (Of& I@) - &?_k 
9 # 
1 tt)) l 
Here the right-hand side tends to a finite limit as t t 1. Adding over k, 
this implies that x,(t) - x,(t) and h,(t) - A,+,(t) tend to finite hmits 
as t T 1. That X,(t) - &I (t) tends to a finite limit follows from 
(compare (5.2) withx = 1 and (5.12), where X_, = X,). 
L 
Returning to the general discrete oscillaGng random walk, suppose 
for the moment hat the state 0 is not recurrent. Then (Theorem 4.4) 
+(t) tenlds to a finite limit +( 1) as t t 1. It follows from (5.2) that 
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6)1 L2 is integrable. s a curious byprqduct we find 
resently a positive definite function of x E Z. - 
Consider now the case where 0 is a recurrent state, thus A,( 1) = -t- 
a From (5.2) (where TX < QQ) we have 
(5.16) 
Let further P = inf {n > 0; Yn = 0) when starting at Ye = 0. One has 
Q,,(t) = (1 - E{tT*})-l 9 
with Q,*(t) as in (4.3). It follows from (4.7) that 
where 
r=lim{(l -t)X&)) 2 0 
ttl 
is a finite non-negative number. 
We conjectured (see the remarks following (5.13)) that 
h-n Ix,(t) - L,(t)) = m(x) 
ttl 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
always exists as a finite number. It is clear from (5.16) and (5.18) that 
necessarily m(x) 2 0. 
Things are relatively simple if 7 > 0 (the positive recurrent case). For .in 
that case E(P) < = and E{T,) <. ’ 00 as soon as x can be reached from 8. 
It follows from (5.16) that then (5.19) does hold, namely, with m(x) = 
rE{TJ. 
Useful exact formulae are available in the one-sided antisymmetric case 
described by (4.30). Using (4.32) and the monotone convergence theorem, 
one finds that the limit (5.19) exists an 
1 
m(x)=5 J 
A 1 - cos(x0) de 
l _g 11 -,pW12 
e 
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00 
d@ 
= 
pi eij* , (p(0)#cp(O)=l if--7P<0<+n. 
j=O 
n view of Lemma 5 
would be desirable). 
ways has m(x) < = (a more direct proof 
(5.2 1) 
Particularly nice is the case where the mean 
m 
(5.22) 
is finite; we shall allow the possibility that p. > 0, thus 0 < p. <. 1 1 
I4 will be convenient to identify the stateS j and --j (compare the 
comments following (3.3)). Thus one has the transition probabilities 
( 
P i+j + Pi-j ifjZ1, p. .= 
I# It 
pi if j=o. 
(5.23) 
Here pk = 0 if k < 0. The following result was inspired by an analogous 
result for the continuous case due to Feller 19, p. 2081. 
mma5.2.LetN=sup{j:pi>O}~~. Then.+ (j:Osj<N)isan 
essential class of communicating states. Moreover, assuming that m 6 - 
. there is a unique invariant probability measure on J defined’by 
ifj21, 
l?lTj = (5.24) 
if j =Y 0 . 
4 
oaf. One may as well assume that m < ~0. That in the case N = 00 all 
states of J communicate follows from Lemma 4.1. In the case N < - all 
states lead to (9 E J, and nl> e&a e from J is possible. ence (see [5, 
p. 1831) thereisauni ue invariant probability measure on J and it is 
rted by the class of 
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